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REPORT.
I n making the third annual report, game protection can be said to have made even a
greater advance than last year. More assistance has been furnished for enforcing the game
laws, whereby much good has resulted in stopping the slaughter of our birds and big game
before the opening of the season, and also in checking the ravages of the irresponsibles before
the opening of the season. I n addition, game protection is not now looked upon as the fad of a
few enthusiasts or interested sportsmen; numbers of men who never before gave a thought to
the subject now take an interest in i t ; in fact, the majority of the intelligent thinkers in the
Province are now well aware, or rapidly becoming so, that our game is an asset of such value
that it is well worth the expenditure of a good deal of money.
During the past two or three years it may be said that our efforts in this direction have
been more or less of an experiment and conducted somewhat on amateur lines. Probably it
was wise to experiment at first, but this stage is now past. Nearly the whole of the rest of
this continent has proved that game protection is not only a regular business, but one which
gives large profits. As an example ! Suppose the Province were to lease the Cassiar District
to a private company, look what could be done ! A reliable Game Warden would be put on,
whose salary and expenses might come to about $1,800 per annum ; a licence of $150 would
be charged to non-residents, and, probably for a year or two, the number limited to 25. This
would mean a profit of close on to $2,000 in licences alone. Then in a few years, when they
had a regular system of protecting their game and distributing their tourists throughout their
vast country, the number of visitors could be gradually increased until at least 100 could find
sport without any decrease to the game. Of course, such a company would make enormous
profits from its horse hire, sale of provisions, etc.
Why cannot the Government do this as well as a private company ? They would have
the revenue from the licences, and the people the profits from the trade. The same thing
applies to the whole Province.
I n other countries experience in game protection has shown that it is of but little use
taking half-hearted steps; it must be done properly or better left alone; and surely if our
game is worth the value it is generally admitted to be, a few thousand dollars spent in its
perpetuation will never be missed by the Province in its now flourishing condition.
What would happen if the United States owned this country 1 They now see their folly
in not looking after their game years ago and are spending thousands and thousands of dollars
in re-stocking, buying up land for game reserves, and employing Game Wardens. I t is certain
that if they had such a country as this they would spend millions on it; if they only had such
a small piece as the East Kootenay alone, they would spend thousands, and time would show
their money was well invested.
Again, look at South Africa ! There the protection of their wild life has been left too
late, and they now have to regret that many valuable animals that once roamed the country
in thousands are at the present time practically extinct,
I t is not too late for British Columbia to rouse up and take action; we still have a
splendid stock of all species of game animals and birds, though their numbers in some districts
are sadly reduced.
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We have proved that satisfactory results can be obtained by a small expenditure. Where
the two or three Game Wardens under salary have carried on an active patrol of their districts
a marked improvement has been effected, and for the expenditure of a couple of thousand
dollars it is probable that the Province has a good many thousand dollars' worth more game
than it would otherwise have had.
But this is in only a small portion of the Province. There should be men in every
district; they must be picked men, and sufficiently well paid to make their position worth
holding; the class of man that is worth having cannot be had for a mere living wage.
The necessity of having Game Wardens under salary cannot be too strongly urged, and
not only that, but most of them simply must be permanent men. I t is of but little use paying
a salary to a man who knows nothing about his work and putting him out to patrol a district
for a short period. H e may be keen and energetic, but by the time he gets any knowledge
of the laws and his work he is laid off, and the chances are, when he is needed again he has
obtained other employment.
This season has more than ever demonstrated the fact that the Deputy Game Wardens
not under salary are, in most cases, useless, and in some cases worse than useless. I t is, however, only fair to state that a few of them have proved themselves active and of practical
value.
A matter that cannot be too strongly urged is that all men receiving employment as
Deputy Game Wardens be solely under the authority of one man. I t is to be regretted t h a t
the appointment of Pire Wardens as Game Wardens was unsatisfactory in the extreme. I t
is true that a few of them who were capable and energetic men were anxious to be of assistance,
but it happened that these men were fully occupied by their duties as Fire Wardens ; there
were also some who had plenty of time at their disposal, but they were never seen or heard
from, and what was heard of them generally was that they had interpreted the game laws as
they thought fit and had never taken the trouble to inquire whether they were right or wrong.
As Game Wardens they were under nobody's authority, yet, to the people in general, they
were officials appointed for certain duties, the Game Protection part of which they neglected,
without anybody being able to inquire the reason why.
The appointment of a number of salaried patrols is not the only thing necessary; the
game laws simply must be reconstructed. Their intention is good in the main, but they have
been amended so often that many of the clauses contradict one another; they are almost
unintelligable to the ordinary man, while to enforce them actually as they read would be an
absurdity.
Last season there were no complaints of the action of the Magistrates. Unfortunately,
the same cannot be said of a few of the local Justices before whom cases were brought; in
one or two cases there was a distinct unwillingness to issue summonses, and that acquittals
would follow was a foregone conclusion. Again, such light fines were imposed that they were
simply an encouragement to offenders. Such a state of affairs is most discouraging to an
officer, as the difficulty of obtaining evidence is great, and when it is obtained the fine should
be sufficient to be felt.
The assistance furnished the Game Warden's office has given most satisfactory results.
Not only have people coming to give information regarding infractions of the Game Laws, or
to discuss the requirements of their districts, etc., been able to rely on finding somebody in,
but the ever-increasing correspondence has been properly attended to. Not only this, but
throughout the year tourists looking out for shooting or fishing have been passing through the
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country, and it is rapidly becoming the thing for them to call at this office for information.
Numbers of examples could be given where such people got the information they required and
stayed a month or two in the country, spending a good deal of money here and in some cases
making large investments. Tourists are not the only ones who have received information, but
in numerous cases settlers intending to take up land with a view to being in a good country
for trapping, or being near fishing or shooting, in fact, all sorts and conditions of men, from
the titled European and influential moneyed man from the States to the hardy backwoodsmen
and humble tiller of the soil, have visited this office and received information that they could
rely on.
The position we now stand in is this : W e have made some advance in enforcing our.
laws in one or two districts; we have proved that satisfactory results can be obtained, at any
rate with our big game, at a small expenditure, and that some good has been effected with our
small game; the people have become much more educated to the value of the game, have seen
some results from the employment of salaried Game Wardens, and are making no uncertain
demands for advance of a substantial character. Now the population of the country is increasing so rapidly that it is impossible for any advance to be made without the expenditure
of a good deal of money, and, in consequence, the question as to whether it is worth the
expenditure or not must be seriously considered. If the game is not worth what it is generally
thought to be, then let us drop it altogether and let every man get what he can while it lasts.
If it is the value to this country it has been absolutely proved to be to other countries, then
let us take up its protection in a proper manner.
Supposing it were necessary to spend $50,000 per annum on it, what would that be to
such a country as this, and yet less than half that amount would put us on a substantial
footing ? W e are now getting some $150,000 left in this country every year by visiting
sportsmen. If we take care of our game this amount will some day be ten times that figure,
and not only that, but we will always have sufficient game for our own people and a substantial
legacy for those that come after us.
ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAWS.

With the Game Act in its present condition, enforcement of it is a difficult task. Again
and again attempts to prosecute persons who are known to have committed offences have had
to be abandoned, or if the case has been brought into Court acquittals have often followed.
I t can, however, be reported that respect for the Game Laws is infinitely greater than it
was, by both the Indians and the Whites, more especially so in the country to the east of the
Cascades; with the foreigners, however, such as Asiatics, Italians, Russians, etc., such is not
the case; most of them will kill any kind of game whenever they think they can do so without
fear of being caught.
On the Coast there is still a deplorable state of affairs, and Vancouver Island especially
needs more strenuous action; from there the reports of the killing of numbers of cow elk, and
of only small portions of the meat being used, come to hand. I t is to be feared that these
reports are only too true. Long before the season for birds opened, shooting, even close to
Victoria, was continually carried on. A good deal of game has been illegally sold in the city
itself, and at least one hotel has made a practice of serving grouse and quail on its table. U p
to the present it has been impossible to remedy these matters, but it must be taken in hand or
the results will be most deplorable to Victoria and the whole Island.
All along the Coast the usual depredations took place; numbers of launches came over
from the States and their occupants hunted, either by using a miner's licence or none at all.
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As they were nearly all fast boats, their capture is impossible under present conditions. Deer
and grouse were killed in numbers before the season opened, and as was mentioned in the last
report every section of the Act that can be broken has been broken.
A better condition of affairs cannot be brought about on the Coast unless a fast launch is
used, as, owing to the uncertainty of the steamers, it is almost useless to send a Game
Warden up the Coast. I t was tried on two occasions this year, but in each case it was a
hopeless failure. Men simply cannot get about in a row boat fast enough to catch launches or
even sailing boats.
I n Vancouver the illegal sale of game has been checked, though not stopped. Most of the
birds that are sold are disposed of privately and in such a manner that convictions have not
been obtained, even though numbers of the people who buy and sell are well known. The
temporary employment of a number of salaried Deputy Game Wardens before the season
opened for birds had a beneficial effect, but they were not put on soon enough, nor was their
number sufficient.
The best results have been obtained in the East Kootenay this year, as both the Columbia
and Pernie District have had active patrols carried on for limited periods, and in addition the
Inspectors of the Yoho Park, who are stationed at Field, have also been active in enforcing the
law. The result has been that, up to the present date, there have not been any Stoney Indians
over from Alberta; last year they practically did no hunting in this Province. Their raids
having been stopped for two years has already produced a good effect.
I n addition, the
Kootenay Indians are beginning to realise that game protection is necessary, and though a few
of them killed a number of deer last spring, the slaughter was nothing like it was formerly.
W i t h the expenditure of a little more money in this district and the establishment of a
Provincial Game Reserve, matters will be on a fairly good footing and there will be every
reason to hope for such an increase of game that the district will once more regain its reputation
of being one of the finest game countries on the continent.
Lillooet still improves. Of course, infractions of the law must occur everywhere and several
good mountain sheep heads are known to have been sold in that district and other minor
offences occurred. The people there, including a number of the Indians, are too well aware of
the value of their game to countenance anything injurious to it.
Now that the raids of the
Chilcotin Indians are more or less checked by the district having been patrolled by a Deputy
Game Warden, matters are in a much more prosperous state.
Prom the caribou country of Chilcotin come disastrous reports of the slaughter of caribou
by the Indians. I t is said that the Ootsa Lake Indians, having cleared out the game on the north
in their own country, last fall practically denuded the Itcha Mountain district to the south.
Whether these Indians are responsible for this or not, cannot be proved, but it is certain that
what was a few years ago a magnificent caribou country now contains but a few scattered
animals. If these Indians needed to kill game for food there might be some excuse for them ;
but when 14 caribou tongues were counted in one Indian camp, one can only come to the conclusion that they are killing them for their hides, which they tan and make into buckskin for
gloves. The same thing applies to the deer. A salaried Game Warden is badly needed.
From the Yellowhead Pass complaints of the slaughter of cow moose, both in spring and
fall, have been of frequent occurrence, and it is said that many irresponsible white men from
construction camps are now following the example of the Indians, who were formerly the
chief offenders.
That the Cassiar District now needs a good live Deputy is apparent, and if the magnificent
stock of game there is to be maintained one should be sent up at once. The reports of the
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killing of sheep during the whole of last summer are unfortunately too true, and last winter
moose and caribou, principally cows and calves, were unmercifully slaughtered; one Indian
bragged of having killed 9 moose and 14 caribou, and of having used only the hindquarters
for meat.
Non-residents have received a good deal of attention, their trophies checked and licences
examined; many, however, who were hunting on the Coast, principally an undesirable class,
evaded the licence.
Again, a good deal of work has been expended in getting evidence for the illegal sale of
game trophies, and with no results in the way of convictions.
More attention has been paid to the illegal sale of game by hotels, restaurants and stores,
etc., but, unfortunately, the greater number of the prosecutions were dismissed.
Shooting wildfowl by moonlight has again done much damage, and though several systematic attempts have been made to catch the offenders, in each case a sudden change in the
weather made them unavailing.
Searching the bags of sportsmen has been carried on more vigorously than ever, and it has
undoubtedly been the means of saving the lives of a good many hen pheasants.
PROSECUTIONS.

The following is the list of prosecutions during the past twelve months, as far as returns
have been received :—
Acquittals.
No of
Cases.

4
2
1
1
1

Offence.

Killing deer out of season.
Selling heads of caribou.
Having grouse in possession out of season.
Illegal possession of grouse.
Illegal sale of grouse.

9
Convictions.

No of
Cases.
5
4
1
4
1
1
3
1
3
4
1
3
2
2
1
36

Offence.

Killing deer out of season
Killing grouse out of season
Killing goat out of season
Having pheasant in possession out of season
Killing sheep out of season
Pursuing sheep out of season
Non-residents hunting without a licence....
Having hen pheasant in possession
Killing ducks out of season
Trespass in pursuit of game
Having deer in possession out of season
Pursuing deer out of season
Having grouse in possession out of season . . ,
Killing pheasants out of season
Killing more than three sheep

Fine.

$130 and two gaol sentences.
30
20
45
50
100
150
15
26
40
25
15
35
10
50
$741
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In addition, there were two prosecutions under the Dominion Laws for dynamiting fish.
One acquittal, and one conviction, for which a fine of three hundred dollars ($300) was imposed.
NON-RESIDENTS.

During the past season it is estimated that the number of people who have visited this
Province for either shooting or fishing comes to 192. Of this number 86 took out big
game licences, 76 took out small game licences, about 15 were here for the fishing, and the
remainder for bear-hunting, either in the spring or fall. The amount of money left in the
country by those who come here for the bird-shooting does not amount to anything, but that
left by the remaining 104 must have been a very considerable sum. Not only has money been
spent by these people on their sport, but heavy investments have been made; as an example,
one man bought $90,000 worth of property in Vancouver. Others have invested money
in various ways.
The total revenue collected from game licences amounts to $4,675.00, another considerable
increase on last year. The $5,000 mark would have been reached had licences been collected
from those who came to hunt bear, and it also would have been considerably augmented had
not the miner's licence been the means of evasion of the Game Act by a number of people.
There was also the inability to find several people hunting on the Coast without licences, and
in addition several evaded the licence under the plea of being residents. A proper definition
of a resident is a most necessary addition to the Act.
The greater part of these tourists were men of considerable means, and it is not probable
that many of them would have been deterred from coming had the licence been $100 instead
of $50. Certainly for such sport as Cassiar affords, $100 is none too high, and with a regular
Game Warden to prevent illegal slaughter of game in the summer and assist the tourists in
engaging good guides, etc., $150 would not be excessive. With the licence raised to $100, we
would probably soon have sufficient revenue to put our big game protection on a fairly good
footing.
I n the Cassiar District there were 27 non-residents hunting, and the bag made by 24 of
these people was as follows :—17 moose, 56 caribou, 52 sheep, 34 goats, 6 grizzly bear, 7 black
bear—averaging 7.5 animals to each person who actually shot.
Lillooet and Chilcotin take second place for big game hunters, the number being 24.
Kootenay comes third with 16, Vancouver Island and the Coast fourth with 14, Okanagan 2,
Revelstoke 2, and Kamloops 1.
The issuing of $5 licences to non-residents to shoot birds has been the cause of considerable
trouble this season. We have not got birds enough for our own people, and such a small
district as Sumas cannot stand over 60 persons from the United States coming over to shoot,
especially when some of them abuse the privilege we give them. This season it has been
reported, not by one, but by a number of persons, that one party from the States killed 16
tame white geese and a pig ; another party killed 12 tame ducks (white), and another a goose,
also white. In each of these cases the offenders were men of good substantial standing. Of
course, before they could be caught they were back over the boundary line, and, with the
exception of the man who killed the single goose, it is said that no reimbursements were made.
Under these circumstances, it is most advisable to cancel the $5 licence to all except
visiting British subjects, whose residence is in England or in some other Province of Canada.
The interest that is taken by tourists in the protection of our game is most noteworthy,
and as their remarks are absolutely disinterested some of them are wrell worth quoting.
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One gentleman from the States, on his first hunt in this country, took the Cassiar trip,
and on his return trip he said :—
" I had heard a good deal about the game in your country and expected a good deal; as
it was, unless I had actually been there and had seen for myself the amount of game there is,
I would never have believed it. You have a marvellously rich country, but your game can be
made your richest asset, if you only protect it
We have made such a mess of things in
the States, and we now see what we have lost when it is too late
You cannot stand the
amount of slaughter of moose and caribou which is going on in the north, or you will soon be
in the position we are
Remember we, too, had game by the thousand once."
The following are extracts from a letter from an English gentleman :—" The day I
returned to Telegraph Creek, I saw an Indian going out to fetch in three moose he had killed.
He only brought in four quarters of it a l l ; I heard him say so; the rest of the meat was
wasted
The Indians, I am sure, kill a very large amount of game during the winter
I heard one, when speaking of a certain mountain, say he had killed six sheep there last
winter
They kill a number of moose in winter, their dogs, I am told, being fed on it.
You really must have a live Game Warden up there
Anyhow, you will have to do
something to keep Cassiar a good game country."
A well-known Austrian sportsman writes to the following effect :—" You must increase
the number of Deputy Game Wardens ,
Funds for that purpose should be obtained
from guides' licence, increase of non-residents' licence, and above all, a resident's licence of $2.
I know of no country where there is not such a licence
Your Game Wardens should
destroy all noxious animals
A $100 licence will not stop a tourist coming, as the average
man spends at least $1,000 when he is here
A very big fault of your present law is
your miner's licence
A miner told me that he had been out with a friend one Sunday
morning and they killed four or five sheep before dinner. They were probably ewes, from
their description, and only a small part of the meat was used. This is one out of a thousand
cases which happen daily
The game of this country is a great part of its wealth
Preserve it, and for the $100,000 it brings in to-day it will bring in millions in the future.
There is so little known of this country y e t ; tourist traffic will increase every year, but if you
let your game be killed off, the best part of the attraction for a number of tourists will be
gone away
..Your fines are too small
How I should like to have killed a ram (out
of season); the $50 penalty was nothing to m e ; I would not spoil my reputation as a sportsman
I wish to come back to your sportsman's paradise." (The above gentleman was too
late for the Lillooet sheep season.)
Many others have visited this office and made similar remarks, but space will not permit
of giving them.
ASIATICS.

The question as to the desirability of a licence to carry firearms being imposed on residents
may have opponents, but such a licence of even $10 or $15 for Asiatics should meet with
general approval, even if a step further were not taken and they were prohibited from shooting
altogether. Probably but few people have any idea that Asiatics do any shooting. As a
matter of fact, you cannot go into a camp of Japanese, or Chinese either, without finding
guns or rifles. All game is alike to them, whether pheasants sitting on eggs, or grouse with
young broods, or does with fawns; if guns are handy they are used; if not, sticks and stones
are, in the case of birds, deadly weapons. This season some Chinamen were, though the fact
could not be proved, known to be illegally selling grouse. To catch and prosecute them is a
matter of extreme difficulty. They generally are living in camps away off in the woods, and
as long as a stranger is about are too wary to be caught. To search their shacks for illegal
game is like looking for a needle in a haystack.
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Last winter, when pheasants were dying from starvation, both Japanese and Chinese lived
high on these birds. Every spring hundreds of young grouse meet their fate at the hands of
these m e n ; while ducks are killed by Japanese fishermen long before the season opens.
We have not enough birds for ourselves, why should these Asiatics be allowed either to
shoot or have them in their possession, more especially when numbers of them have only
just arrived in the country t
RESULTS OF GAME PROTECTION.

I t is not hard to say what the condition of the game would be now, had the Government
not taken the action it has done. Three years ago both big and small game were being
laughtered indiscriminately, by both Indians and whites.
The Chilcotin Indians were ravaging the famous Bridge River country every summer;
deer by the thousand and numbers of sheep and goat fell beneath their rifles, male, female,
and young, without mercy or thought of the future. The Stoney Indians from Alberta carried
on their raids in the East Kootenay and only jeered at the half-hearted efforts to stop them.
The wapiti and moose of that district were almost a thing of the past, and the sheep and mule
deer gone, except in a few places; only the goats remained in any numbers and their turn
would soon have come.
All over the country our pheasants, grouse and ducks were killed, in and out of season,
while the ravages of market hunters reduced our grouse to one-tenth of their former numbers,
and deer were being killed by the hundred for their hides.
I n the vicinity of the big towns there has been an enormous increase of men with guns.
All over the country settlers are pouring in, lumber and mining camps are going up, and the
number of market hunters, irresponsible aliens and whites who kill without regard to season,
is increasing 100%.
H a d such a state of affairs continued, it is safe to say that by this time very little big
game would be left, except in the most remote districts, while our small game would be almost
a thing of the past. Owing, however, to the action that has been taken, our big game is
probably increasing in those districts where there are salaried Game W a r d e n s ; while the
condition of our birds, though still serious, is nothing like it would have been.
From the Columbia District of the East Kootenay the reports of the moose are extremely
good. A few years ago so scarce were these animals in that section that few people really
believed they existed; now they can be easily found in their old haunts.
I n the Fernie District the white-tailed deer are once more showing themselves in numbers ;
several sheep ranges absolutely depleted by the Stoneys are again occupied by these animals;
wapiti are being frequently seen, and a good many were heard bugling this rutting season, a
thing that has not been heard for years past.
Mule deer all through the country to the south of the C. P. R. track seem to be again on
the increase, and it is even reported that the sheep in the Ashnola country are more numerous
than they were.
I n Lillooet mule deer are certainly increasing, in spite of the late hard winter. I t is
true but few have been killed this fall, but the long summer and continual mild weather kept
the deer back on their summer ranges. Sheep were more plentiful last spring than for several
years, and two small bands returned to their old range on the east side of the Fraser, which
had been deserted for years past. Hundreds of deer wintered on the Fraser and returned in
safety to their summer range.
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The following extracts from the Deputy Game Warden's report, and from letters from
white guides and two Indians, are of interest:—
Extract from

Report of J. H. Taynton, Deputy Game Warden,

Athelmar.

" I made four different trips to the upper Kootenay River and tributaries and along the
eastern boundary line of the Province, and I feel perfectly satisfied that we have not had our
annual visit from the Stoney Indians this year, as they seem to realise that the Provincial
Government means business as to protection of game, and more especially as against outside
Indians. There is no question but that the Stoney Indians have slaughtered immense quantities of big game in this particular portion of the Province
Indications point that
moose and elk are on the increase in the Kootenay
For the first time in many years
moose were seen on Findlay Creek, and on the Spillimachene River
Deer decidedly on
the increase; also goat and bear
No sheep hunters visited the district this season,
although the sheep are certainly not on the decrease
Grouse were scarce, prairie chicken
scarce, but there are several large flocks around the ranches, which will afford a good start for
next year
, Protection of same was a good move
Beaver decidedly on the increase,
more especially on Horse Thief and No. 2 Creeks."
Extract

from

Report of C. J. Lewis, Deputy Game Warden for Fernie

District.

The report from C. J. Lewis, Deputy Game Warden of the Fernie District, also goes to
show that game in general is increasing in the Fernie District. After regretting that deer
are none too plentiful in places, principally in the Cranbrook District, where there is no
regular Game Warden, and that grizzly bear, that are not protected at all, are rapidly
decreasing, he makes the following remarks :—
" I n the valley of the Upper Elk mule deer are doing well
In the Flathead country,
in such places where the snowfall is light, mule deer do not show any marked diminution of
numbers, but sheep seem less plentiful than formerly ; this may be due to the Stoney Indians,
who did much hunting there until suppressed, so hopes may be entertained for the betterment
of game in general in the Flathead
Wapiti have increased wonderfully in the last three
years, notably in the Upper Elk Valley
, There is little difficulty in finding this class of
game at present, affording a great contrast to the conditions existing previous to the establishment of the close season
The animals are becoming comparatively tame and afford good
sport for stalkers armed with cameras
The bulls have resumed their bugling. This is
worthy of note, as persistent hunting by the Stoney Indians had made them too wary
The question as to whether the mountain sheep are decreasing in the Fernie District can be
answered in the negative. I think the close season for mountain sheep should be declared on
November 1st
Beaver have increased at an astonishing rate during the last two or three
years."
Extracts from

Report of J. Russell, Deputy Game Warden,

Lillooet.

The Provincial Game Warden, Vancouver :
S I R , — I have the honour to submit my report for the year 1907
April 18th—Left Lillooet, bound for Churn Creek and Empire Valley.
April 19th—Saw 23 ewes and 4 small rams.
April 20th—Counted 84 deer and 38 ewes, 7 lambs.
April 21st—Saw 39 deer and 8 ewes.
April 22nd—Camped at Empire Valley ; saw 40 deer.
April 23rd—Camped at Churn Creek; saw 35 deer.
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April 24th—Camped at Churn Creek basin; saw about 160 ewes and yearling lambs;
no rams of any size. They seem to be all in first class condition after the hard winter. As
to deer, I should judge there were about IfiO head in a radius of two miles.
April 25th—Still camped in same place.
April 26th—Rode back to Empire Valley, and on that day saw 241 deer; I was
informed by a resident that there were over 300 sheep and 500 deer wintered there, but a t
the time I was there they had gone back to their summer range. (NOTE.—This makes 844
deer and 242 sheep, a total of 1,086 head of game, seen in about six days.)
May Sth—Left Lillooet for Yalakom.
May 19th—Returned to Lillooet. I n the whole time of this trip I saw between 800 and
900 head of game.
The following are items from my diary during July and August:—
Leaving Lillooet via Seton Lake to Anderson Lake, thence to head of McGillivray Creek,
crossing the summit in that vicinity we saw, by the aid of glasses, 108 goats ; also 3igns of
two large grizzly bears
Leaving the head of Gun Creek we went over to Whitewater.
The total number of rams seen on Gun Creek was 52, mostly with large heads
A.bout
12 miles down Whitewater we saw 27 ewes and 19 lambs
Followed down to Whitewater
Lake and found goat and deer very plentiful and lots of bear signs, both black and grizzly.
Following down Whitewater Lake about 20 miles, we crossed over to Big Creek and
thence up to the head of Big Creek ; deer tracks were very plentiful
During the 30
days out we never had occasion to pitch a tent. Thence to Castle Mountain, and saw 21 ewes
with yearlings and nine lambs
Swung back to Churn Creek with game in sight many
times. Then to head of North Fork. Here we saw 40 ewes and 22 lambs
W e n t over
to Shulaps and saw several large stags, lots of goat and many deer. I consider from the
beginning of this trip until return we travelled 350 miles, having seen 375 to 400 head of
game.
The game that I estimate on the Yalakom Reserve is as follows :—Sheep, 150 to 175
head ; goat, 90 to 125 head ; beaver, 80 to 100 head ; deer, 170 to 200 head.
I think that this reserve is in the best place in the district, but would venture to suggest
it being extended to Four-Mile Creek.
I have used poison with good effect against eagles, coyotes, wolverines, and have supplied
some to several guides, who have also used it with good effect.
U p to the present the winter has been mild and warm, which will be a great advantage
to the lambs and fawns.
There is no doubt whatever that the game is increasing, which is proved by some of the
declarations of guides which I have the honour to enclose.
I enclose a detailed account of the game killed by non-residents this season.
I have, etc.,
J . RUSSELL.

Extract from

letter of Major Churchill [Indian

Guide.)

To Provincial Game Warden :
W e only hunted sheep seven days, and the guides (4) saw 90 rams. W e also saw about
300 goats
The caribou hunting was not good ; there was no snow to track
I have
just come down from Dog Creek and find the game very plentiful this fall. I have not seen
a single Chilcotin camp this side of Hanceville this summer; their big slaughter has ceased
in here and game is on the increase now
Yours truly,
MAJOR CHURCHILL (Indian Guide.)
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Extract from letter of " Tyee Jimmy,"
To Provincial

Game

J

Chief of the Lillooet

15

Indians.

Warden:

DEAR SIR,—In regard to the situation of game in the Lillooet District, I am prepared to
state that I found no trouble in securing heads for my tourists this season; they got three fine
specimens of the big-horn, four large goats and three stags (mule deer)
I heard that
some guides claim that the sheep and deer are nearly cleaned out
W i t h regard to the
scarcity of deer : well, they were here in the early fall and they are here yet, but it has been
such a fine fall and such mild weather that the deer are high up in the range yet. Why
should the game be scarce ? The Chilcotin Indians have not done any hunting in here for the
past two years, to my knowledge. The Indians around here obey the law better than what I
expected. I know my own tribe has not broken the law in the last 12 months. I intend to
live up to the law and I want my own tribe to do the same. I know that the game is a great
revenue to this part of the country, and I and the Indians reap a large sum out of it.
I give an account of the game seen on my last t r i p : Rams, 47 ; deer, 59 ; goats, 85.
Yours truly,
TVEE JIMMY.

Extract from

letter of H. Schwartz

(Guide).

DEAR SIR,—
The total amount of game seen by us, which we stalked and saw on
our way home : rams, 76 ; goats, 164. The deer I did not count, but it is safe to say we saw
75 bucks, does and fawns. I did not see many ewes, as I did not hunt on the breeding grounds.
I was out with Russell in July and August, and on that trip we saw nearly 260 sheep,
counting lambs, ewes and rams ; deer and goat I did not count
On my trip with Russell
we saw no Chilcotins hunting, I do not think they have done any for two years in this district;
at any rate, their camping grounds do not show it
I think the game has increased considerably, in spite of the hard winter last season.
Yours truly,
H. SCHWARTZ.

Extract from letter of J. Teit, Spence's Bridge
"Deer are certainly on the increase again, and if the Laws are properly observed by
everyone, there is a very good chance of deer becoming as numerous as they once were. I got
back yesterday, the previous day having seen 15 deer and the day before 10 (4 of them large
bucks). The weather continues very fine and the deer are certainly away back yet
Grouse are reported very scarce here, but I found quite a lot on the high hills
I killed a
lynx
Coyotes seem more numerous."
GAME RESERVES.

I t is extremely satisfactory to be able to report that at last a step in this direction has
been made. An Order in Council has been passed declaring a close season for all animals and
birds for a period of ten years, and a reserve on all lands in the following described area in
Lillooet District:—
" Commencing at a point on the north fork of the Bridge River at its confluence with
Junction Creek ; thence north-westerly, following Junction Creek to its headwaters; thence
westerly to the headwaters of Yalakom Creek ; thence following the said Yalakom Creek southwesterly to its junction with the north fork of Bridge River; thence south-easterly along the
north fork of Bridge River to the point of commencement."
The greater part of the reserve is known as the " Yalakom Mountains." The word
Yalakom is the Indian for " ewe " of the mountain sheep, and the mountains are so called on
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account of it being the favourite ewe range of the district. Across the other side of the north
fork are the " Shulops Mountains," a magnificent range probably running up to 11,000 feet
high. The word " Shulops" is the Indian for the ram of the mountain sheep. When the
rutting season commences the rams leave " Shulops " and cross to Yalakom.
The area reserved is, roughly speaking, 20 miles long by about 15 wide, and is probably
stocked with a good many ewes and a few young rams, a good number of mule deer, a few
goats on the east side and a number of beaver.
I t has not any regular winter range, though
a few sheep always winter there, but they are back again early in the spring. As the sheep
only leave the reserve during the period they are protected, the fact that it is not a winter
range is not the drawback generally supposed.
A good deal of attention will be paid to the eagles and coyotes on the reserve, and with a
Deputy Game Warden continually on duty in the district, illegal shooting there will be stopped
and the reserve will soon be alive with game.
I n addition to this, the scenery is magnificent
and the climate glorious, so that in future years it is likely that this reserve will be a great
attraction to all classes of people, as well as being the means of perpetuating our game.
I t is greatly to be regretted that the proposed reserves in the Kootenay and on Vancouver
Island have not also been set apart. Especially so is this the case in the East Kootenay, where
there is a chance for the finest reserve in the whole Province. I t would also be sufficently
easy of access to be a great attraction to tourists and our own holiday-seekers.
DESTRUCTION OF GAME BY PESTS.

The alteration of the bounty on wolves and panthers, etc., was a good move, with an
increase of from $2.50 to $5 per head on wolves, but it is doubtful whether even this will bear
sufficient fruit.
The reports as to the increase of wolves in the Cassiar District are alarming. Even bull
moose are said to have fallen a prey to their ravages last winter, and the moose and caribou
calves eaten must have numbered hundreds.
A far worse state of affairs has to be told of Vancouver Island. From Cowichan Lake up
to the extreme north wolves are increasing at a fearful rate, and unless some good scheme for
their destruction be devised, our deer and wapiti stand in danger of extermination. The
neighbourhood of Quatsino is so infested with wolves that, at times, people hesitate about
sending their children to school.
W i t h such numbers of these animals about it might appear that a man could make good
wages killing them, but, unfortunately, this is not the case. I t is almost impossible to trap
them, and although an occasional shot may be obtained, these animals are so wary that a man
might go for days without seeing one, though they might be close to him in numbers. Poisoning
seems to be about the only way any results can be obtained, but even then there are such
disadvantages that it is doubtful if a man could make any sort of wages at it.
The difficulty
of finding dead wolves in the " sallal bush " is great, owing to the shortness of the time the
snow is on the ground; it is impossible at any other time.
If poison were distributed amongst reliable timber cruisers and prospectors, free of charge,
it is probable that they would put it out, and, though the carcasses might not be found, a
number of wolves would be killed.
I t has been said that Indians might pick up the poisoned meat, and cattle and other
animals be destroyed, if this means were adopted. This, however, is absurd, as our Indians kill
more meat than they can use, and would never think of eating meat they find, while cattle and
other animals would never be in the places where the wolves are found in any numbers.
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The experience of the United States in the matter of noxious animals seems to be that
the only way any substantial results can be obtained is by the employment of experienced men
to put out poison and track the animals during the breeding season.
On the Coast the big horned owl has appeared in unprecedented numbers and has done a
great deal of damage, not only to game but to domestic ducks and chickens. These birds carry
on their depredations by day as well as night.
INDIANS.

The past year has developed some most interesting facts with regard to the Indians.
Throughout the greater part of the southern interior the Indians are becoming aware that the
game needs looking after, and a few of them are even aiding in its preservation.
When the Columbia and Fernie Districts were first declared organised and the Indians
came under the same laws as the white men, there was a great cry among them that they
would starve, and the idea was not at all pleasant to them. So far no reports of starvation
have come to hand, nor of more assistance being furnished them by the Dominion Government.
Now these same Indians seem to be quite reconciled to the change, and some of them have
even acknowledged that it has been for the best.
The Indians in the Cranbrook District seem now to be having a good deal to say against
the game laws, and the reason is apparent. The Cranbrook District is not organised ; there
is no Deputy Game Warden under salary to patrol the country. I n consequence, deer and
other game is very scarce.
The Lillooet Indians are probably more observant of the game laws than any other
Indians in British Columbia. This is partly owing to the fact that " Chief Jimmy " is a man
of very superior intelligence and uses his influence in the right direction; also, a great many
of these Indians make good wages as guides, etc. Probably the fact that there is a Deputy
Game Warden under salary almost constantly patrolling the district may have something to
do with it.
The Chilcotin Indians are quite aware of the game laws, but it is doubtful if anything
but stringent measures will ever influence them. Very few of them would work for more
than a'week or two at a time. The same thing applies more or less to all the Indians in the
central portion of the country.
The Indians all along the coast are about the worst of them all, and most of them look
upon the game laws with abhorrence. Probably this feeling is intensified by one or two Indian
agitators. Most of them will kill any bird or beast whenever they can. Luckily they are
generally wretched hunters and the poorest of shots, or the game would suffer more than it
does.
Much has been said about the Cassiar Indians, how they preserve their fur-bearing
animals, only kill what game they want to eat, etc. Unless they have been very badly libelled
by a number of people, most of these good reports are more or less fables. The general feeling
of a lot of disinterested people is that they are just like a lot of spoilt children, and the more
laxity shown them the more they demand. They are the best off of any Indians in the
Province, as in a few weeks they can trap enough marten, fox, lynx, to say nothing of beaver,
to keep them the whole year (last winter one Indian trapped four silver foxes, probably worth
a thousand dollars). A few of them will, if they feel like it, act as guides for a week or t w o ;
that is to say, if you choose to pay them from four to five dollars a day, with board in addition
but even then some of them are unreliable, and whether they show you game or leave you at a
moment's notice, depends on whether you feel like petting and pampering them in the way
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they have been accustomed to. Nearly every man who went to that district to shoot had
trouble with their Indian guides, and nearly every man had tales to tell of unnecessary
slaughter of game by the Indians, some of the Indians even boasting of the number of animals
they had killed. Probably if there was a Deputy Game Warden in that country to stop them
killing moose and sheep out of season, and limit them to a certain number of caribou, according
to the number in the family, they would then put up enough salmon to feed their dogs in
winter. The country would then save the lives of thousands of dollars' worth of game every
year, and eventually the Indians themselves would be benefited.
EUROPEAN PARTRIDGES.

These birds seem to be doing wonderfully well. From Chilliwack and Langley news
comes of numbers of birds, and even in the Delta they are doing well. A t any rate, four or
five big coveys have been seen, and were they only unmolested they would soon stock the
country. Unfortunately, some irresponsibles have been killing them. Two wounded birds
are known to have been found in the Delta, and reports of these birds being shot also comes
from Chilliwack and Langley; so it is likely that a good number have met this fate at the
hands of the men who will shoot anything and everything that they can see. I t is greatly to
be regretted that such men are always on the lookout and almost uncatchable; could they
only be taken red-handed, a jail sentence would be none too severe. A few of these birds
have crossed the river from Langley to Port Haney, where at least one covey wintered. There
are also two coveys close to Westminster Junction, where they are being well looked after.
I t is, of course, impossible to estimate the number of birds now in existence on the Mainland, but it should certainly reach the 1,000 mark. If this is the case, and there is every
reason to think it is, the time has now arrived when fresh blood must be introduced ; if this
is not done, there is not much chance of the number increasing. Otherwise, the probabilities
are that disease will spring up and reduce the present stock. Experience has proved this to
be the case over and over again, in England and other countries. As an example, an extract
from a letter from a man who preserved game for years can be quoted as follows:—" The
Duke of Portland's Welbeck Manors are some of the very best in England. Sometime back
about the seventies when the old Duke, a real sportsman, was followed by a man who neither
shot himself nor asked others to shoot, the birds went on in-breeding without the coveys being
ever broken, until they got weak and worthless, falling off rapidly in size, until at last disease
swept them off in thousands. Since that date the whole land round Walbeck has had to be
stocked with fresh birds collected from all over England and Scotland."
PHEASANTS.

The pheasant shooting on the Mainland may be said to have been a complete failure.
The past hard winter was responsible for the death of a number of birds, and had the Government, and the farmers themselves, not put out grain the loss would have been much more
serious than it was. There is no doubt that the mortality of the birds was even greater than
it should have been; we have had other severe winters in years past and no loss of birds.
What, then, is the reason ? If you will take into consideration the fact that the whole stock
of birds on the Mainland is derived from about 96 birds, and about 40 on Vancouver Island,
and that, with the exception of a few birds turned out last year on the Island, no new blood
has been introduced, you can only arrive at the conclusion that the birds must lack stamina
and are undersized, and, consequently, could not stand the severe weather as they would
otherwise have done. Proof of this is easily obtained. The past summer was as favourable
as it could have been for breeding, yet barren eggs were found in numbers, even in the districts
where the hen birds were not too plentiful. Again, of a number of birds weighed of all ages,
the average weight was found to be three-quarters of a pound less than it should be.
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Now, under these circumstances, we cannot expect our stock of pheasants to recuperate;
in fact, every year will see a worse state of affairs, unless the matter is remedied at once.
This can be done to a great extent and at no great expense. About 100 pure bred Mongolian
cock pheasants should be imported and turned out in the early spring. As pure bred birds
are not easily obtainable, some seven-eighth or even three-fourth bred would answer the
purpose. I n addition to this, all the very old cock pheasants should be killed off. These old
birds frequently kill the young birds during the mating season and collect far too many hens.
A really reliable man who understands what he is doing should be employed for this purposeThe cross between the ring-neck and the Mongolian has been proved to be the best of all.
They are superior in stamina, size and flavour, and, in addition, fly faster and rise better than
any other bird.
The vexed question of the desirability of the pheasants on the farm seems to have been
pretty well settled. For some time past rumours of the destruction of crops by these birds,
and threats of their destruction by poison and other means have been circulated, and yet,
when the birds were in peril of extermination from lack of food in the cold weather, there was
not a district in the Province, where these birds exist, that the farmers did not feed them as
carefully as if they were their own chickens.
W I L D FOWL.

Ducks have, again been noticeable by the smallness of their numbers, and the quantity
shot has not even compared well with last year, which was a very poor year. Weather
conditions were certainly unfavourable during the early part of the season, but lately this
cannot be the reason. Year after year the numbers of ducks visiting our coast gets less and
less, and at the present rate of decrease it simply means that in a few years no ducks will
come at all. I t is said that the scarcity of ducks is due to the destruction of eggs by Indians
and others in the north. This may have something to do with it, but there is little doubt
that there is too much shooting. Every year there is a greater demand for ducks in the
market, and every year there is a larger increase in the number of men out with guns ; day
after day it is one incessant fusilade, and a duck no sooner appears on the scene than he is
shot at, no matter what distance he is away. Then, too, shooting at night is still carried on
in places, and this does more harm than anything else.
The only solution of the question is the appointing sanctuaries for the birds to rest in and
the adoption of the tag system, whereby the limit of ducks killed by market hunters could be
enforced.
Snipe have again been scarce; probably there were about the same number as last year.
Geese have just arrived in fair numbers.
BLACK GAME AND CAPERCAILZIE.

The reports received regarding these birds are encouraging; some of the black game put
out near Duncan have hatched out young birds.
Those put out on Saturna Island have moved over to Mayne Island. While they have
not actually been seen, the fact that at least one of the cock birds was alive last September is
substantiated by a wing feather having been picked up in a dust bath.
Of the black game put out on the Mainland reports vary. A hen bird was said to have
been seen up at Chilliwack last spring; a couple of hens were reported in the vicinity of where
they were turned out, and a cock bird was seen close to Sturgeon Slough, on Pitt Meadows,
some twenty miles from where they were liberated. Whether any of these birds have reared
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broods is hard to say. I t is possible that a number of them might have done so, but, owing
to the large area of the country suitable for them, it is possible there may be dozens of broods
without any of them being seen.
I t is a pity that the number of these birds imported was so few, and not nearly enough
to make the test a fair one. As it is, with such a small number being imported, the fact that
any at all have been seen shows that the country is suitable, and that they would do well if a
sufficiently large stock were imported. I t may be said that of all game birds the black game
travel farthest on the wing and are most inclined to scatter, and for this reason not less than
forty or fifty birds should be put down in one place if reasonable success is to be hoped for.
CAPERCAILZIE.

Some of the capercailzie are alive and broods reported. Three of the birds turned out at
Lake Buntzen crossed the mountains over to Pitt Meadows, and last spring were heard hooting
on the mountain close to the river. A couple of weeks ago Deputy Game Warden Scott
reported having seen, at a short distance, a cock and a lien.
QUAIL.

The severe winter seems to have utterly destroyed all the quail at Agassiz, and those that
were at Sumas are reduced in numbers. However, scattered coveys of these birds bave been
seen here and there throughout the Lower Mainland, and even close to Vancouver they seem
to be doing fairly well. No reports of these birds have been received from the Upper Country.
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